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; THE USE MD ANALYSIS

UNCOINIft FORMS OF ADDRESS:

A BUSINESS LYANPLE

Wendy Leeds- Hurwitz

Universiti of Pennsylvania

Introductionkl

I- ',The choice of anaddress tore is determined piimarily by the relation-
, .

.

(ship 0*n:the speaker and the addressed (Brown and Ford:190:,..;

375, Shiin, Nil lei and,...Porter.196ki£19): :This statement should not, 001i:

ever,:be taken' to imply that for any given situation,there is only a single ;

.. appropriate fore of addresi; it is more often the Case that any 'oiii.of

several,would be acceptable. As a result, the choice Of'i speci fic one from

among the possibilities can. be seenas;a way of conveying subtle shades of

masoning..ning.. As field* and 'reser:have said of the more general 'tee of, la n-,

, guage: "role relationships do nit'caroletely, determine the seleCtigi of

particular conversational behaviors; Indeed, it is the existence. df..chOici ..'

!which allows the individual to 'eXpress particular. meanings by selecting a .., ,

'marked' form rather than the expected, socially prescribed. form (1978:2.18)'.

if.n each situation there are many factors involved, in the choice of U particu-

lar form of address, from such obvious facts ,s the relative age, status and

sex of participants, to those usually of ieSs.'sigitificance, suth'aswhether ..r

the eXchange is /greeting t.??. not Scme',Of these factors have a ,,mire'clireCt

influence on the choice of address tronathan. others, but there is rarely

only one'accebtable fort.. Rather, of the possible forms one is chosen which. . .
,...stresses something' about the participants or their relationship .which

..._ .

b another 'mold not have shown 0 well..T ....-.

In sore studies, the asSumPti on. seems. to be'Made: that there is al imi fed ,' ..

nobler of address forms'.,,But often it is only a.matter of ,'retogniting that ,..'

new forms can be created, or that infrequently used.,Oneircn;be used In.net

nays, As Wittermad,,har:locurented,:inja peribd of ratiesocial Change;

forms. of address are among.those linguistic fails Which most clearly and

., ...inediately reflect that cha (1967,t48).. It.'will:be suggested. in'these'

pages.. that other causes alsocontriliote., to change', ittaddress,;forrm, and.plat .

whatever the cause new forms are deserving .of.cariful.. study, ', 1 '

.r.
.. i .

It follows from this that a ;priori assunaitions:itgarding.which forms. .

of address will prove to be signilcicant' in. a given situation are self-defeating;

4 researcher.with,such aisurptions .is likely to miss anything new or unusual.

Theuse of queStionnaires and other techniques designed to gather data quickly

from, the largest possible sample 'can only increase the'clii;nce that any new

- developments will either be tiissei, or disOounteci as insignificant. For cer-

tainiuses, tiltert is,no doubt that the best choice. 'As

.',,,Bates and Betiigni point out; "the questionnaire responses dO reflect what the

'infInnants believe to be the ideOl system of address". (1975:284). When:the

ideallsystei is understood already, as it is for American English, they are
.

of little help.

In recent.study of,address forms in India,'Bean clearly states the

L.
.

argument aga%st any form of quantification' 'No attermtwas mnde'to 'quantify

the data quantification is notin appropriate technique for the elucidation '

of semantic structures where the rare usage may be as illuminating as cannon
f ; r . .

cnes- *Aln78;xV-xrikOnce it is recognited.that uncommon address forms are
,

significant, and further, that they are not likely to be revealed in the study,

of ideal behavior, diOerent methods of research .are clearly called for:,

Certainly, the most useful'' th0e is the direct observation of actual be
. ;

lavior; .Only when the reseaver is able to become an accepted cart of the':

situation can the derloprent o n unusual address fonn be, studied from its

inception through its acceptance ( equally possible, .its;rtection) with-

in a specific pimp of people.'

In the following pages the, develceien d use of two unCarron forms

of 'address.yill be presented and analyzed. In er to place these in

context, the people, the situation, and the other a let in use'.

will be described in scime,detail, 'As Hyres:has.suggested:?;a0PrOPriateness

is a relation between 'sentences.and,Conteits, reqUiring analiiis'of both"

(1974:156). Without an understanding of the, context the need foilnew

address fiym would nOt,be apparent: with it generalizations'can be 'tie and

later; tested in other situations, .

Before continuing, a brief note on whet this paper does.not

It is ar discussion of forms of address (used, in speaking directly to someone);

but not of font's of reference (used in speaking,about.sorione). They areheld

by this author to be distinct categories, each 'worthy of separate cOnSide4

And it ii.;a discussion of personal nanies'as ftmts of addresi:almostl,

exclusively. The other possible types:of address usually studied ,are

pronounS, and status markers; Of these; kinterms were not applicable,tOlhe



situation, pronouns in English do not convey; nformition'oOtatus or.

intimacy, and statusrkers simply were not found in this situation, al-

though they tertainlitivuld have.. een *possible:option!

.'Context

The setting- is a' large busineis organization. Of priMary concern is the

Office of the Director, made up of.the Director, ten Associate Directors,*

supporting staff members, and secretaries. The Director has two staff mem,

hers (eachwith their own secretary), an administrative assistant (a clerical

position just above that of secretary), and a secretary. Each Associate .'"

DirectOr 'has at least one secretary; the majority' also have.one'or me staff

members., . t.

. ,

Theadeinistrative assistant to one of the Associate.Directers, Sue,

.will be thefocusoofthis pager due to her.use.pf:unusual fames of address.

ShehaS wprked for the'same Associate Director ferli 'yearsstarting as

his secretary.; SheISe woman in her lite=thirties, Aremely well -organ

andefficient, When a vacancy as manager of the ComMiitee'Control (CC).*

ifficieccurred, she applied for,',.and was given,..the'ob.

The job she accepted:has an ambiguous position itt theorganizational

hierarchy: There are, ways in which Suelpicwina,positice "parallel" tO!..,

ized '

that of the.Assiiate Direetoi.S; however, there are just as'mentways:in

which her posit ohisnnegUel to theirs. The 'nest important Way in which

Sue's PuSitinn is!equal to that of theAssociete Directors is.that she is now

as they eiel,`.accountable'only.te the Directotor,e member .of his immediate :

staff: An abbreviated version of the organizational chart follows.

Director

'DC manager--,-7--,

(Sue)

reeter'sstaff

AD' AD AD AD. AD AD' 'AD A

s ,

Just as the. Director's own supporting staff memberi are in a sense outside

:,of'the main flow ofAnfommatiOn and resPonsibility.in the 'organization, so

is the CC manager..

The reason the manager of CC has such a high place in,.theorganizationa).

hierarchy is that sbehasAirect contact with the'public. Nearly all of the

Work in the office is repetitive, 'mundane', and often.sionie to theoofht.,ef,

being.boring. .But on occasion a situation:will occur. which poses a Imotentiel'

problem. If the wrong decision, is made, the'restilE will be adverse PUblICity

for the organization as a whole. And so the'primarY qualifications for this

job are the ability to efficiently organize and process, large amount of 1

rcotinework, in conjunction with the ability to immediately recognize and

correctly resolve the few potential problems. So that these potential prOblems

might be immediately brought to the attention .of the Director, the CC offiice

is placed under.hisnersonal'control.. I

That Sue's new. job has statosimilar to that.of.the Associate,Di ctors'

j0eality, and not just conaper, can be demonstrated in Severalays. First;

within a year of taking the job'she succeeded in nearly doubling ,the ph sisal.

sizeof, the office by Moving it cross the hall. Second, in the same time

. .

.period,.She increased the size of her staff from three people to five.) In

an organization where additional,space and, employees are in constant'demend;

CC was. granted both, ,

,

It must be'recognized'thatby regUeiting additional people and space,

Sue' put herself in direct; although certainly pissive; competition wth.the.

.AssOciateDirectors. Them is'en]y.a limited amount of space avail ble fn

'the present building, and sincethereeri no plansto*move to another

in the, near future, only as many people can te.hired as fit into the available

1pace. The result is that the Director could agree to grant inereised.sOace

and additional employees' to CC,onlylf he at'the same time denied 'them to one.

of the AsseCiate Directors (they being the only others withthe authority

to as for either space or additional staff).

Forthennore,ly gaining space and employees, Sue 'not poly demonstrated

her,status,,she actually increased. ii.. First, she proved herself willing to

enter into competition with the Associate Directors,and able to win. Second,

by-becoming responsible fora larger speCe and more-peoplerstOnneased

...the prestige. of both CC and its manager, for Joan environment of limited

resources, the larger'an office, and the more numerouOts staff, the

more important it is considered,to be.. /

,

In contrast to the weys in which Sue has a position'tgueling that of

... the ..lissoCiate Directors; there are ways' in which,/She is clearly not

theiregual, Some of these are intrinsiCto'the job,'andd other's art nue,

.tothecharacteriSticsofthemiticuleroerson,holding that job. Of.

/.



the foimer,themost significant can' be called the "areete. responsibility." .

That.istO say, decisions !lade in CC have.virtuallinp impact on either. the

polity decisions or theday-to-dayanagment pf the institution (these being

..thrimary Concerns of everyohe else in the building).

This fact leadstoliveral results, the moitimoortint of.which isthat.

Sue 03 legitimate, businesSoriented reason for daily contact with anyone

:else in the building, neither the Associate'Directorsi their staff members

and secretaries,nor the oirictor. Insoneways:equalto the Associate

Directors,4the isin fact separated from them'by a lack of cormon interests..

She has never gotteivto knor many,of the staff members", and has no reason to

now: Formerly on good terms With all the secretaries; she is no lcoger One

, . .
I

of their number. And although contac with' her boss, the Director, is both.

:h present and legitimate, the amount of such contact is severely limited. This

::(1s not to. say that Sue has no contact with'anyone in the building, outside

of. her own staff;' the point is'that she has virtually .no.legitimote, work

oriented contact for all practical purposes, CC funCtiOns independently of

' 1

the rest of the building.

Of letter importance, but still significant, ore problems with the .

,..,:.'vacation of the tiffice,,and the:tYpe of staff,wOrking.for :Sue.. It has been

.

,

i:flmoted that she was .114e-to. Increase both physiCal space and staff, bet

!,:tpresiive. as this is,guantity of space and pecpliji.not the only important

v.7 ,
,

'.)coSsiOeration. Look* first at the question of space, CC is: located on the

third flcorof the buildfog. There is nothing intrinsically wrong with the

isistion,but the Director is located on the firsi.flcor, and the space

r osest. to him islIewed'ai being the mast,, desirable, and that furthest

away least so. ''Therefore in a building made up of three floorS, to be on

the third:fIcor has unfavorable connotations. (One of the Associate. Directors.

is on the.thied floor, bUt the. others. ire either on the first or second floors.)

An additiohal, problem withthe paetitdlar spice assigoad to .Sue.it

that she has no private office to call
her'oun.- She driginallihad one, but

was able to
additional staff-Members only at the expensetfIaving to

share her office withlhem.. It should behoted that all of the. Associate

Directors have private offiCei,-as do many of their staff members:1

Looking next t the preseht.staff of CC, differences again appear When

they areCompared:With the staff of the Associate Directors., Each of the

itscciate.DireCtOrihai responsibility. for, least one. staff member

Ushallyiell.educated,: usually
hired. to

help. the Associate Director with his
monyrisPonsibilities, and at'least one

secretary., But the CC. staff henterscan all be best deScribedaSclerks: they

. dO timple, routine work, which Sue, as 'the manager, oversees. Furthermore,

in contrast to the Associate ireCtors' staff members, they are all female,::

all have less.educatioh,.ind all:ire,:paid-Correshoridingl# lowel:salaries.. In

addition, Sue has no seceetaryeshereitherdoesher own typing and secretarial

dutiei, or lets whoever has a free.moment take over... ' 4

Looking noiat the characteristics of the person preiently hating the

job of manager of CC, there are several 'important factors., One is Sue'S age,

for she is younger than: all Ofthe Associate Direcforsby at least tenlears.

'Another is hereducation, for she never went to college, and all of the Associate'

Directors havi either an M.A. or a Ph.D. 'A thih is her sex,2,.for, all of the

Associate Directors are men. In addition to these, there is the additional

factor:pf her prior:history of employment with the organization. She has been

a secretary and administrative assistant within the Directorl building, rather:

than coming from a' position of authority.An another part of the organization,

.os the Associate. Directors have. .

.
If thelisociate Directors. consider She's present job,as nothing more

than a higher :revel clerical position, they do have same justification. The

vamsanwhohad the:job before, Sue was originally administrative assistant to

one OftheAscciateDirectors, and left the.job as manager'of CC to become.

r. admihistrative assistant to the Director himself. Precedent thus suggests

.

that the position as manager of CC should be Considered to be a step above

adidnistrative assistant to anAssociate Director, and a step below administrative

.assistant to the Director.

k. ,, To summarize briefly: Sue' has similar status to the Asseciate Directors

:hpivirtue ofher place in the organizational hierarchy, and her abilityto.

..engtge in competition with them and win (demonstrated by her having obtained.

: additional space' and staff members); but
her status is less than theirs in

the area of responsibility, location of her office, type
of staff under her,

amount of pr.iyate sOaci, her age, sex,' education, and prior career. The

result.ofathe conbinatico of these factors isthat.her
position in the organ-

ization can best be described as ambiguous.
Cue 'to :this, choice of which

address forms' to"use is
complicated end,will le discussed in detail, after

'the situation within CC is described*

iihen Sue was appointed manager'of.tC. it
consisted of three people, and

tvo:cro dwderotes connected bY,.a.harrow passageway. Not only did theanager

not have a private.offite, she
had no more space allotted to her thereto .
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anyone'else. Within'six months Sue had petiiiirteri for and been grantecia

larger set of officeOcross the half; The initial distribution of.spice

provided one room as the ManacesAfficOncithtotheris a shared office

for,thellist of:theitaff:(tanni, Marj andillberthaY., Within.another six

Ninths Sue had,increasedhdr,staffby two (Betty andendy)' and reorganized

the office, giving the.,iwo new staff timbers desks in4hat'had been.her

private offiCe:' ,

Sup is the appointed manaverof the office,, but Fa*, is'the acknowledged

second'in compd. She'has worked in tClonger.than anyone else,' remaining

. 'through several, changisin personnel (mainly changes in ,those over rather

,than under her)., 'Mad and'Altertha'have both been in the office longer than '

Sue and are-accuacced to taking their orders' from Fanny. The two rooms are

thos,in many ways separate from each other, with Fanny occupying the Position

of greatest aUthority'in her'rOmm.: r r

.
Of the t0J101 employees, Betty was secretary to one of the Director's

*,own'staff riibers,.but he left the organization, and the newly- appointed

man brought his own'secretary with biol.! Her acceptance of a.job ifiCC was

eneofthe.fewilAysin which she could stay in the building. The other new

lOyeeNas myself. I had previously worked with:Sue under the same Associate

4ireCtor lorthree months;:and when she changed jobs shiasked if I would make:

the move with her; I spent four weeks with her to the first office, And nearly

. a year.of part-time work in the second.

The:relative.status of the six people,in CC can best be described as a

simplified hierafchy, and can be diagrammed in the following Manner:

Sue

Betty Fanny

/
Wendy

Altertha

It does not seemimporZt to go into this matter in detail; briefly,relative

.
status within CC depended upon age, as well as current and former areas of

responsibility.

It is by noan establiihed fact that "the principle option of address

in Americaninglishis the choice'between use ofthe first name (hereafter

abbreviated to FR) and the use of a title with the last name (TIN)" (Brown

and Ford,' 196:375). As a result, muih'of the research on naming behavior .

has concentrated on the use of these 'two forms, and the meaning af'eachin

relation to the other. There are, three possible. patterns of use in' dyad,

and these have been.anilyed in detail in Brown and Ford (1961:380) and in .

'Slobin, Miller and 13Orter (1968:291.2). Briefly, they are:

,1 Mutual exchange of 1N, which has been related to' intimacy,

) informality, and equal ,status;

TIN, which has been related to distance and

fonnali ; and

'1. Non-reciprocal exchange. of FN.and TIN, where the FN is used to

the person of lower status, and 'the TIN is used to the nei'soo of

higher states.

Looking at these options; the,address system used in American English

would seem to be exceedingly sirpie,itcni,,cOmposed of anitwo:people.and,only

ihree'po'sSible patterns of address. As'a deicriptiOn'orthe ideal systei,:'

it is no doubt correct, but it is nonetheless misleading, for the actual

system used in American English is net nearly so'simple. The principle forms

of address are not the only ones used, nor dopeople.limit themSelves.tO the

convenient'Ayads postulate(by the majority of researchers. 051411 of the .

occurritig'.forns'ef iddresi are considered, and all, of the people, in 0-given

environment are included, the.system outlined above canno:lonoerte viewed

as sufficient and complete. 'Am

!

.

Obviously the research described in thiS papermakis'no false cliim'tO.

being a description of the complete repertoire of address forms forall'speak

ers of'ApericanEnglfsh. The jaini!cannot eves be made that all of the address

forms used, by all of the people within a single building are'descrited. The
. .

only thing being attempted is the description of the address forms.used by

a single Person. in'her relations to others in the building. The point, is, not

to gather all of the existing data but to describe two unusual pieces of

.behavior in:treir context, so that,theJr use'iuy be better understood, in the

.

hopes that this will lead to a further comprehension of how address systems

. function in everyday life.

VJ



There are really. boo separate omits thebusiness organization under

study to be considered, 'each. in its /elation to Sue: the immediate context'

(the CC office) and the laiger context (the,buildingas awhoie). The pat-

terns of address in each level of context Itill.beiescribed separately...

Within CC everyone uses Fli'as their,priaery form of addressto each

other and to their manager. It is not used to'the2exclusion.of other forms,

. hohever;for, no- naming (0) (avoiding the use of envie entirely), artdTIN also

appear, 'though infrequently. The use of these foram is rare, and seems to

. depend primarily on the !mediate .centext in which they are found. For exarele,

TLN might Occur in a conversation which included a stranger, someone who did °

not OM the staff ,of CC andwoUld not, immediately recogniZe the use of FN.

And in,en extended conversation, repeated usage of FN itself becomes marked,

and' 0' is littly to occur,' once the person abeing .addressed has ,already been

named. (ThiS'is cleaq1Y aidifferent usage-of 0,than 'knit occurs without

the addressee having been named at all.),,,The point is that people rarely

find a. single address form appropriate.for every Occasion.

In return, it Mould appearthat Sue can use.either of the two principle

options; FM or TLN. But her staff members use FR when referring to her, and

"so, her to use TIN for the would be in.,contradIction of the status.rela

. tionship existing febieen them. Yet for her to accept the use of.inutual FR

.would result, in her giving up a certain amountof the status she has so

recently earned. :Ar0'so. she haschosen instead to adopt.a.form common to

some, situations, buturn:Ginn in bultnest,:. nicknames, (RN).; She uses RN for

three Of the five people under her (a possible explanation for the two ex-

ceptiohs will' be Oven. shortly).

Sue has .created pitknares for three of her staff: Betty she calli.
'Betty II" ;(the first letter of her last name); Wendy shecalls "Wendy-Lai'

(L being the first letter pf, :tier last name) or occasionally "Lendy:Woo".,

(a simple reversal); and Fanny she calls "Fanny Mae' or 'Fanny *bell"

neither of which have anything to do with her last nee). Mad is occasionally

.called Marjbrie (her' full name--it is impossible to say herethat either

should be considered a MN), and Albertia is nevet called anything else.. .

:..'The use of.nicknares is very Complicated: they occur in many foreis,

on many different occasions,' for many reasons. Too few Ni appearitl in the

situation described here for a detailed analisis.of then to.beoresented.

Therefore, although it muld clearly be desirable to hive a classification

of :the different type's, and an analysis of the use and Meaning Of each,

r
nothing of the sort can be 'attempted here, Until further research can be

conducted, all the nicknames found will have to be considered essentially

equivalent. And' Ait f011bws most be accented as only a tentative analysis,

subject to. later verification.
o

The .use of a single NM' is .closely related 'to the use'of multiple 'names

(MN). Brof and Forddescribe MN as "the in which two or more versions

of the proper 'narear`e used in free variation with one another' 11961:378).

They have suggested that the use. of MY rebresents a greater degree of intimacy

than the.use of Assuming'that the creation and, subsequent use of a NN for

a person also 'represents an increased intiMacy,,,,16s possible to interoret

Sires:Use .of Ili as an attempt to create a ntinireciprocal use of address forms
.

with her staff; This can be ..expressed in :the form of the relatiOnshio:.

4

sr

1; I

TIN FN .

.
To explain: if li:,aStarned that asYmetric Usage Of forms ofiddresi

,relateci to .a difference of rink or status; and if. the person with a higher

,degreeof. status uses FN to a'per,son of loiter status, receiving. TIN in

return; than 'it is Possible to see the use of FlibY someone of lower status

to teem* of 'higher status las, perviitting, or at tiMesiVen4quirino,'the
,,

use of ;NN in'retUrn, 'thus assuring: that thrasimetri.c relaticiship ;be

maintained. At the saretire, remembering:that the use of Nil inPlies an

intimacy betMeeri the namer and the one need, tPe isymretriC relatimishfp of

FN NM is restricted to,use between people on intimate terms but of ;unequal.

status. ''' I

The above is only'a hypothesis., butiit dies make sense in explaining

the given situation. It is important that this hypothesis not beconsidered

a recesse ry cause: and effect relationihip, sucb..tt,t every time an ambiguous,.

situation Of the sari desCribed' . so far arises the onlyor'even the best : .

sOlutiOn will be the one that Sue has found Rather, sinCethi's forof

address is used in an 'unusual manner and accepted, the proble is to discover
. . 1

some of the causes of, its usage 'and acceptance. . .4..

Sue's ymmetrical usage of FN with bio,membe rs of her staff can now

be explained as indicative of the fact. tjiat she is not on intimate personal

terms with them, as s"indeed the case.v,This leads to the aggestion that ".

intimacy is a more'important consideration in chOice:of address foreSthan

is statUs. Support for this'suggestion is provided by the twO.follting

examples of NN usage outside of .CC.

6



Thafirst example involves the staff, member to the Assoiate Director

for Whom Sue worked previously. 'He began to use a NN ("Frul.ru") instead

of FM as his principle fora of address for Sue. Utilizing/the rules pre-

. viouslY suggested, it ;Mild seem that he indicates two ngs by this choice.

One js thathe has more status than Sue, which hecertai ly did at the time

she worked' in that office.lhe other is that they 'are n close' personal

terms,which they are not.. llui he is:breaking:the u7stated rules,. and

reversing the order of priority in which they should tried. For this

reason Sue's reactionef'intense'dislike is readily e'xplained. Illetere

merely reiterating hiSpOsition ofsiatusls being above hers, she could not ..

object.:.8ut since he isloplying a personal rela ionship which does not

exiSt,,she his Justification for objecting. 1 result ofher negative.

reaction is,that he has decreased usage Of.the , although even when she
. .

left the office:he did not completely disconti ue it.),

... The seComd ex., -le involves: another staf member, working far. a'dif',,

ferent Associate Director. ,!He has greater tui than Sue, but they are

friends, and she has created a'NN for him. His name Dr,Charles McElroy,

and, she calls tim 14octor Darly." 'Possibl because of specificaitrtbuteS

of this Ntilit has a double exchange'ofl/etters, it has a easing sound, and

it.cannot be.confused:with any specific glish,words) it has of only been

'accepted by, the person named but is occ sionallyused by severe others in the

building as well.3

It i0ime now to look at, the la er context, the building as &whole.

The primary, form of address used for ue by virtually everyone'is FN. For

some this is theleciprocill of al status, Inr,others,itis.the non-.

reciprocal -FN ofuneqUaTstatnS. with the staff of CC,.otheraddress.

fonts,occur occasionally in cartii situations..but thisserves only as

:proof.thai nolatter whit the i System, in:reality it israre,t0 find .,

, . a singliaddress fono appropria 100% of the. time. (This holds true for '.

all the cases discussed below as.well, of course.) ', , , ': ;

The Director is Sue's,i late bosi, and in accordance with his,

clearly higher status and the ack of intimacy. between them, Sue uses TIN

as her,form of address, for hi . This is clearly the,i*pectedlorii, and as

,.. such its use.isirimarked.. thelecieteries, whoare Sue's:friends; and

with whcm'she has Used:the. of equal status fo(so long, she continues

toUsea reCiproCal fN. Ag in,'thislOhe exnected, unmarked form. For

kthe-staff members,' h rchil ce depends on the'statUs and degrecnf intimacy.
. , ...,

with each as an. individual: depending on the hal'ance oftheso,ariables she

,... uses FN, TI.N, NN, or as her primary-forms ofidOss. Sihce she has so

little contact with the staff members, form of,adgess does not pose a

','.'very serious problem: when contact does occur it is usually brief and for .

these occasions 0 is alwayi,available,

It' is only when speaking with the Associate Directors that Sue hail

'!,:problem in the,choiCelf,address.', As their equal, in all the ways previously'

mentioned,` she would legitimately call the Associate Directors by theirk

;.,asthey call each other. 1.But"choice of FN,would,belikelY to antagonize:
;.,

Since there are so many,waysin which she is not their equal, it would be

,,thought presumptive. As a' person of lesser status, in all those ways previously

.lentioned, she should use TIN. But thisthoic0k,no better: since there are

ways in which Sue is their equal, she is,justified in using something

Inortintimate. Choice of.eitherfora would indicate What Sue views. her status

lobe, and hdoshe wishes. others to 1,iew her

'The,option of NN, which, Sue has used successfully within CC, canqnt

be used with the Associate Directors, Or she does not knew them well enough

individually id:overcome the status difference. The most common choite in a

situation:of ambiguity is 0, as Ervin-Tripp has suggested (1972:221). Use

of this form as by graduate students to'their professors, as a.meansof

transition, .after they stop using TIN and before they begin using FN:fias'.

been analyzed by McIntire (1972). Certainly this fort was frequently,,USed

by Sue, but if ¢ is used to the exclusionof:other direct forms of address it

can 'become awkward and stilted after a Short time.

Since there was really no other standard alterhative available, 'Sue

invented her own. More exitly,:as withlier'use.of NN,,she adopted a fore

available for occasional use in adifferentSifuation.,,Inthis case, she

took first name and last name.(FN + as her standardlOrm of address,with

the Associate Directors. This form is rarely used as a' direct address form

in American English, although It does.occasionally appear as a means' of .

emphasis, This Use is favored by parents 'mandtng' their'ohildre4 as in

the example, "Mary Beth toodman,you'core inside right this'minute!"

',(see Brown and Ford; 1961:182): Key has suggested that it may also be used.

as a salutation in a letter if the relationship between addressee and

iddressor'is ambiguous (1975:48). More often + IN ppears Is a form of .

reference, although its use is nnt.consistent, as pointed out hy:Ailer

(1978:184).
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It should te mentioned that when FN + LN is used, whether by Sue in

this situation or by others in different situations, the FN is usually the

full name' 'That is, if a person's name is Charles, but heis usually called

_.. .. .

Charlie or ChUck, when FN + LN is used he will be called Charles + LN. This

servesas a means of emphisisondincreases the oddity of the form, for as

Brown and Fird have suggested, 'tale first names in American English very,

seldom occur in full form" (1961:316).1. The tame is probably true for female

first nateslt Well.

The form FN +'LN is so uncommon thatlitts,usagtii.highly marked. Ervin -

Tripp has, pointed out that:.lhen there is agreement about the normal,

marked address form to alters'of,unspecified status, then any shift is a ''

message" (1961:61). !timid seem that even in a situation where alters have

unspecified status, and thireis'only agreement about.what the normal',

unmarked acWress'fOr; are, a shift is no.leis-Significant message.' Further;

it is apparent'fice the present situation that amount of usage by a single

,person does not change the fatt that a given fonn, is marked.. Thus, no

matter how often 'Sue calls the Atiociate Directors by FN + LNi it'still remains

a marked form of address. This is demonstrated b1l the: fact that Sue's. usage

of the form seems to be.acecapanied bv paralinguistic featureslitich clearly

separate it frail ihe rest of the ientence in'which it occurs. (Unfortunately.

I Was not able to analyzethis at the time, so annot promideurtheroletails.)

This markedness may be one reason why Suecan continue toUselhisform.

of address. Every:times* uses the foriushe balls attention to,her' iguous'

status position, and forces the person
she'addresses to recognize :it. This

legitimatizes her 'use. of in'unUsual form of.address: it serves a4pecific

fUnction for her which no other form would serve as aell, .iverYnne.in the

'building knows that her position of status is ambiguous, so 'rathithan try

to ignore the fact, she calls' attention,. to it. She is breaking the established

unspoken rules for address, but in such.a way
that everyone can continue to....

::permit her to do it. ,

.

It is possible to analyze the reasons
why everyone continues to permit' '

Ste,tolute this alternitiie even more tlosely.
She has previously. hown that

she knows what.themilesfOrProperfirtaitf address are, so' that her. usage

of ap.unusual
fono,does:not indicate, merely a mistake which should be

'corrected. Only someone who has. proven knowledge. of
the rules would be

permitted tbhreak them.sC blatantly.
More:important, only poi who was well
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,.. aware of what the rules were could break them with such proficiency. If

she did not know the rules, she would break them at times when'it would

4' not Serve a useful purpose,as'does the man who continues to.call.her by

NN, Furthei, it is possible that only in a situation where there is a

paradox whichscallsfor an unusual solution, such as.Sue's apparent versus

her actual, status, would she be permitted.tobreak therules. By her

solution she has found a way to minimize any negative'reactions she might

otherwise caose, if she used either FN before it was acteotable or TLN when'

it was too formal. The Associate Directors are perceptive ten,. and are fully .

aware of:Sue't problem. That they accept her solution probably plays an .

importandlirt in her'continued usage of Fh + LN. If they ,refused to accept ,

it, she' could' not longer use it, for it would then serve a negative rather-than'

a. positive function:. .

Brown and Ford have suggested that "in the progression towards intimacy

of unequals the superior is always the pacesetter initiating new moves in,

that direction", (1961:389). It isimportant.tvrecognize as well that once

the superior uses FN, it is then up to the person of lower status tp interpret

whether reciprocal FN or non-reciprocal TLN is expected in return: Due to

this.ibtprogretsion towards intimacy should' really be considered' a mutual

deCiSion. In this'.Way Sue initiated the progreision, by her use of any

,i/iddress form other than TLN, but the Associate agreed to the change

tfractepting her use of the new form. It is apparent that Sue felt.unipmfort7.

able using thereCiprocal FN, and sO:created ail'ileflorm as an intermediary

step between FN and TLN:

One consideration.in her'choice of, the new. fora may have been that it

had, no implications already attached, as
wouldtheuse of.either FN'or TLN.

'That is, FN and TLN are clearly linked to. additional meanings of status
and

intimacy,, otereas.the use of'a new form could not te. A s a 'result, the

:participants in the situation had to agree upon the new implications to

be assigned the new form. These were Suggeited by Sue (ambiguOus status,

lack of intimacy) and accepted by the others.. That this at no time had to .

be verbalized is a tribute to.the influence of context over linguistic form.

ConClusion

.

Perhaps itA,because forms of.addreis seem to be discrete entities

that they have So 'Often been
treated as. separable from the, context in which

they occur. Whatever thereason, the assumption of this paper has been that
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in irderto.understand ark but the most cannon behavior, foils of address;

like so manrother subjects; are:hest studied to context:

It.h'as' been shim that one caustiof the use of unusual fares of.address

my te.an.ambiguous'statirs position in.an organization. In 'this particular

situatiOn, the reiult.was the use of NN to those; of ambiguous isometitiat .later)

status but high.intinacy, and the use of#FN + LN to. those of ambiguous' isare.

'what higher). status,hiit,t)ow intimacy. Two transitional steps, to be used in

making finen distinctiCesbebeen levels'of status and intirtacy;nere thus..

added to the available optio0 of address in Americin. English.
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Footnetes'

1. For further discussion of this notion .see Goffrnan's explanation of , .

a 'medley of voices? (1967:61) and Rerremin's description of, "segments,

of. Social selves" (1972;574). ,

2, It is recognized that sex is clearlY,a_factor in this situation, but,

. as it is only, one of many, it is not disCussed in great detail: For
further readings on the role of sex as a variable in the use. of address

forms, see Key (1975), Kramer (1975), and Thorne imci Henley (1975).

3. It would, be interesting to fo vi this up, but unfortunately at the
'time I did not parsufficient attention to the spread of this NN, and

so cannot document it here.
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